The Black and Gold fell to the Coker Cobras on last second goal by sophomore Akeem Prendes in double overtime on Oct. 7 at the Varsity Grounds.

The Braves jumped off to an early first half goal as freshman Miles scored the Braves‘ lone goal on a diving header in the 42nd minute.

Miles leads the Peach Belt Conference in goals with nine. After a strategic first half, where both teams took six shots, the Braves led the Cobras 1-0 at halftime.

In a fast paced second half, a goal by Cobras‘ senior Miles kost of the UNCP men‘s soccer team and visiting USC-Aiken in the 72nd minute. Akeem Prendes in the 89th minute.
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The UNCP men‘s soccer team and visiting USC-Aiken combined for 40 total shots during the first half. The Braves found several shots in the first half, which both teams took six shots, the first half of the second half, with both teams.

Both of their goals came in the first half. Senior defender Stuart Rodgers captured the first goal of the game in the 31st minute after receiving a pass that bounced off several defenders before landing in front of him for an open shot. Just 12 seconds later, Sean Hoek caught Georgia Southwestern off guard and scored the second goal of the game with an impressive shot from 25 yards out.

The Braves defense was impressive, allowing just three shots and just one shot on goal in the entire match with shots allowed in the first half.

Rodgers and Hook each tallied five shots, while Sam Miles totaled four shots of his own.

Guardian: Ryan Hanson grabbed one save in his 90 minutes of action. “We could have been up with more goals but we didn‘t start out with urgency. The back four defenders did very well but overall the win was not good enough for us,” UNCP head coach Phil Hindson said.

UNCP blew away the visitors in several statistical categories, out-shooting Georgia Southwestern 23-3 and tallying a 12-1 advantage on corner kick opportunities.
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